
There's Money in Mink 
[ESS than 50 miles from New York City is this thriving I 

mink farm with more than 3,000 of the valuable g 
little fur bearers It is owned by a civil engineer whose g 
hobby of mink raisinq carried him into it on a large 4 
commercial scale. By careful selection in breeding 
the form now produces the highest grade furs. They ^ 
command as high a price in the market as the best * 

pelts from Canada and Alaska. ^ Wide World. J 

You learn to wear heavy leather gloves when you handle mink. 
This picture on the mink farm shows why. Their teeth ore sharp ond 
their jaws are strong—ond few of them become friendly. 

Fish is his piece de resistance- The little amphibian prefers 
it to the meat and cereals wh;,'i also are stables of his diet on the 
farm. 

j And from the farm come these choice pelts to the 
furrier's board. They are ready to be made up into 
one of those lustrous coats or capes that the little 
wife sighs for. 
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Acres of pens. They ore equipped with screen 
bottoms to keep the animals free from dirt and 
disease. In these the litters of from five to ten 

are born in May. They are ready for the fur 
market in late November. 

2-Wag 
Relief For 

Discomforts of 

f Take 2 BAYER 
ASPIRIN tablets and 
drink a full glass of 
water. Repeat treat* 
ment in 2 hours. 

If throat is sore from the 
cold, crush and stir 3 BAYER 
ASPIRIN tablets in V3 glass 
of water. Gargle twice. This 
easesthroat 
rawness and 
soreness almost 
instantly. 
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:L__ 
RELIEVES THROAT W jj 

PAIN RAWNESS Ip' /fl 

'Tij_K 
ENTERS BODY THROUGH 

STOMACH AND INTESTINES 
TO EASE PAIN 

All it usually costs to relieve the discom- 
forts of a cold today is 30 to 50 relief 
for the period of your cold 150 to 250. 
Hence no family need neglect even minor 
head colds. 

Here is what to do; Take two BAYER 
tablets when you feel a cold coming on 
with a full glass of water. Then repeat, if 
necessary, according to directions in each 
package. This will act to fight fever, and 
pains which usually accompany colds. Re 
lief comes rapidly. 

The Bayer method of relieving cold 
symptoms is the way many doctors now 

approve. You take Bayer Aspirin for relief 
then if you are not improved promptly, 

you call the family doctor. 
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is probably the 

best known and most widely-used medi 
cine in the world. It is also one of the 
simplest and least expensive. 

To get the genuine BAYER ASPIRIN 
ask for it by its full name; not by the name 

"aspirin” alone. 

The Reason Bayer Aspirin 
Works So Fast 

Drop a Haver Aspirin tablet into a tumbler 
of water. 

By the time it hits the bottom of the glass 
it is disintegrating. 

This speed of disintegration enables gen- 
uine BAVKK Aspirin tablets to start "taking 
hold" of headache and similar pain a few 
minutes after taking. 

VIRTUALLY pr» TAD I CT N°W y°U 24 tablets 
a penny- lv PER I HDLL I for only 25c 


